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WARMING THE BENCH: THE NONSTATUTORY LABOR
EXEMPTION IN THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
JONATHAN S. SHAPIRO
INTRODUCTION
On January 6, 1993, the National Football League ("NFL") reached
an agreement in principle with a plaintiff class of professional football
players' on the terms of a global class action settlement.' The settlement
ended six years of litigation and labor strife in the NFL. The current
battle between the players, formerly the National Football League Play-
1. The National Football League Players Association ("NFLPA") represented the
players in all negotiations with the NFL before the players voted to decertify the NFLPA
as their union. See infra notes 141-42 and accompanying text.
2. The January 6, 1993, agreement, hailed by some as a new collective bargaining
agreement ("CBA"), was actually a proposed class action settlement agreement. See
NFL and Players Announce Settlement, National Football League Press Release (NFL,
New York, N.Y.), Jan. 6, 1993. The proposal outlines the terms of a free agency plan and
settles over 20 actions currently pending between the NFL and the players. See Stipula-
tion and Settlement Agreement at 18, app. A, White v. National Football League, Civ.
No. 4-92-906 (D. Minn. 1992) [hereinafter Settlement Agreement].
On February 26, 1993, United States District Judge for the District of Minnesota
David S. Doty gave preliminary approval to the settlement. See Settlement Agreement,
supra, at app. I. Judge Doty's approval allowed the parties to institute the new free
agency plan. Final approval, however, is not expected until some time in April 1993. See
id Before such date, all members of the class must be afforded notice and an opportunity
to be heard regarding any objections they may have to the terms of the settlement. See id.
at 171-73.
It is anticipated that a new CBA, which would likely mirror the terms of the settlement
agreement, will follow shortly after the date of this publication. See id. at 154-56. Before
a new CBA can be signed, however, the players must vote to recertify the NELPA as
their exclusive bargaining agent. See id
According to the January 6, 1993, NFL press release, the terms of the settlement in-
clude the following:
*FREE AGENCY- Beginning in 1993, players who have been in the league
for at least five years qualify for unrestricted free agency if their contracts have
expired. The free agency signing period will run from approximately March 1
to July 15 each year.
*SALARY GUARANTEE- NFL players will receive a minimum of 58 per-
cent of the league's designated gross revenues during each year of the agreement
that includes a salary cap.
*SALAR Y CAP - If player costs reach 67 percent of designated NFL gross
revenues, a salary cap will be triggered and unrestricted free agency will begin
for players after they have been in the league for four years. If the cap is trig-
gered, the team salary cap will be set at 64, 63, and 62 percent of designated
gross revenues in the succeeding years of the agreement.
*FREE AGENCY EXCEPTIONS - Each team will be able to exempt one
"franchise" player from free agency for the duration of his career if he is offered
a contract at the average of at least the top five players of his position. In 1993,
each team will be able to exercise a right of first refusal on two of its free agent
players if they are offered a contract at the average of at least the top 10 players
of their positions. In 1994, every club will have one right of first refusal oppor-
tunity under the same conditions as 1993. Clubs will retain exclusive rights to
players during their first three years in the league. Thereafter, prior to becom-
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ers Association ("NFLPA"), and the NFL, began with the expiration of
the NFL-NFLPA 1982 collective bargaining agreement ("1982 CBA")
on August 31, 1987.3 Since the 1982 CBA expired, the major dispute
between NFL players and owners has involved the players' attempts to
obtain free agency.4
Free agency is the ability of players to offer their services to any team
in the league after their contracts with their current teams expire.5 Free
agency drives up player salaries because it forces teams to bid against
each other for free agents.6 Players therefore desire free agency and the
ability to shop around the league for a consumer of their services that
will offer them the greatest incentives.7 In contrast, owners seek to stifle
player movement among the teams.' In so doing, the teams retain
greater control of both the players on their rosters and of team profits.9
Many may hail the settlement agreement as a landmark and an occa-
sion for celebration because it marks the end of a brutal six-year battle
that included player strikes and union decertification. This current reso-
lution of the free agency issue, however, may merely provide a hiatus to
litigation that began in the 1970s.10 Despite recent reconciliation efforts
ing unrestricted free agents, players will be subject to a modified system of com-
pensation and right of first refusal.
*DRAFT - The draft will be reduced from 12 to seven rounds plus one
round of compensatory selections for teams which lose free agents.
*ROOKIE POOL - Total salaries of drafted rookies will be capped at cur-
rent levels. Those levels will increase with growth in designated revenues.
Teams with higher draft choices will receive more room under the rookie salary
cap in which to sign their rookies. The rookie pool will include 3.5 percent of
designated revenues, or an average of $2 million per club, whichever is greater.
Rookie signing bonuses will be pro-rated over the years of a rookie's contract.
*DAMAGES - The NFL has agreed to pay during the course of the agree-
ment approximately $195 million in damages and attorneys fees to settle out-
standing litigation.
*TERM - The agreement covers the seasons from 1993 through 1999.
NFL And Players Announce Settlement, National Football League Press Release (NFL,
New York, N.Y.), Jan. 6, 1993. For an up to date and detailed account of the new NFL
free agency system, see generally Settlement Agreement, supra.
3. See Gerald Eskenazi, N.FL. Labor Accord Is Reached, Allowing Free Agency for
Players, N.Y. Times, Jan. 7, 1993, at Al, B15.
4. See id. at Al.
5. See, e.g., Thomas George, Tentative Agreement on N.F.L. Labor Contract, N.Y.
Times, Dec. 23, 1992, at B9 ("The key issue is free agency, or the ability of players to
change teams if they wish after their contracts expire.").
6. See Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d. 606, 620 (8th Cir. 1976), cert.
dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977).
7. See, e.g., Thomas George, NFL 's 7-Year Plan Was Really 5 Years of Cheating
History, N.Y. Times, Jan. 7, 1993, at B15 (arguing that many factors will induce free
agents to join a particular club, including commitment to winning, strong off-the-field
player services, and educational and post-career opportunities).
8. See Ethan Lock, The Scope of the Labor Exemption in Professional Sports, 1989
Duke L.J. 339, 345.
9. See id.
10. See Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d. 606 (8th Cir. 1976), cert.
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by the parties to solve the free agency conflict, one major issue underly-
ing the years of litigation remains unresolved.
The threshold question in the NFL litigation is how long the nonstatu-
tory labor exemption should survive after expiration of a CBA. That is
to say, how long after the expiration of a CBA may an employer continue
to exert the labor exemption as a defense to antitrust actions? To under-
stand what the nonstatutory labor exemption is, let alone how long it is
supposed to last, it is necessary to begin by examining the exemption's
origins in the intersection of labor and antitrust laws.
Two strands of federal labor law are braided into the judicially created
nonstatutory exemption: the protection of unions from antitrust ac-
tions11 by the Clayton 12 and Norris-LaGuardia 3 Acts and the congres-
sional policy to promote collective bargaining as expressed in the
National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA"). 14 According to the Supreme
Court, the Clayton and Norris-LaGuardia Acts "declare that labor un-
ions are not combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade, and ex-
empt specific union activities ... from the operation of the antitrust
laws.",15
dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977). For further discussion, see infra notes 28-29 and accom-
panying text.
11. See Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-7 (1988 & Supp. 11 1990). "Every
contract... or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States,
... is declared to be illegal." Id § 1.
12. See Clayton Act, ch. 323, § 7, 38 Stat. 730, 731-32 (1914) (current version at 15
U.S.C. § 17 (1988)). The Clayton Act states in pertinent part: "[n]othing contained in
the antitrust laws shall be construed to forbid the existence and operation of labor...
organizations.... nor shall such organizations, or the members thereof, be held or con-
strued to be illegal combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade, under the antitrust
laws." Id.
13. See Norris-LaGuardia Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 104-115 (1988). The Act states as
follows:
No court of the United States shall have jurisdiction to issue any restraining
order or... injunction... to prohibit any person or persons participating...
whether singly or in concert ... from ... [inter alia] refusing to perform any
work [and]... [a]ssembling peaceably to... organize ... in promotion of their
interests in a labor dispute.
Id § 104.
14. See National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA"), 49 Stat. 435 (1935), amended by
61 Stat. 141 (1947), 29 U.S.C. §§ 151-169 (1988). The Act states in pertinent part as
follows:
It is declared hereby to be the policy of the United States to eliminate the causes
of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of commerce... by encour-
aging... collective bargaining and by protecting the exercise by workers of full
freedom of association, self-organization, and designation of representatives of
their own choosing, for the purpose of negotiating the terms and conditions of
their employment ....
Id § 151.
15. Connell Constr. Co. v. Plumbers & Steamfitters Local Union No. 100, 421 U.S.
616, 621-22 (1975). Before passage of the Clayton and Norris-LaGuardia Acts, employ-
ers argued, and courts agreed, that the antitrust laws should be used to strike down union
activity as an unlawful restraint of trade. See Benjamin J. Taylor & Fred Witney, U.S.
Labor Relations Law 38 (1992). The Supreme Court in its landmark decision Loewe v.
1993] 1205
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All labor unions, including professional sports players' associations
like the NFLPA, are statutorily exempt 16 from antitrust laws. 17  These
laws would otherwise restrict, as a restraint of trade, the concerted activi-
ties that union members regularly practice during collective bargaining
with employers.I 8 This statutory exemption does not, however, similarly
"exempt concerted action or agreements between unions and nonlabor
parties." 9 Consequently, employers are not free to engage in anti-com-
petitive activity that violates the Sherman Antitrust Act simply because
they are bargaining with unions.20
Despite the early display of legislative preference for union activity
embodied in the Clayton and Norris-LaGuardia Acts, barriers to the col-
Lawlor (known as the "Danbury Hatters" case), held for the first time that the Sherman
Act was applicable to labor unions. See Loewe v. Taylor, 208 U.S. 274, 292-95 (1908)
(holding that a union boycott was a restraint of trade within the meaning of the Sherman
Act).
16. See Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 17 (1988); Norris-LaGuardia Act, 29 U.S.C.
§§ 104-115 (1988).
17. See Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-7 (1988 & Supp. 11 1990).
18. See Robert C. Berry et al., Labor Relations in Professional Sports 98 (1986).
19. Connell Constr. Co. v. Plumbers & Steamfitters Local Union No. 100, 421 U.S.
616, 622 (1975) (citing United Mine Workers of America v. Pennington, 381 U.S. 657,
662 (1965)).
20. The Sherman Act prohibits "restraint[s] of trade or commerce among the several
States." 15 U.S.C. § 1 (1988 & Supp. 11 1990) (emphasis added). In 1922, the Supreme
Court held that professional baseball was not subject to the antitrust laws because, de-
spite extensive travel between states by the teams during the season, baseball was not
involved in interstate commerce. See Federal Baseball Club of Baltimore, Inc. v. Na-
tional League of Professional Baseball Clubs, 259 U.S. 200, 208-09 (1922).
In Federal Baseball, a member of the Federal League of Professional Baseball Clubs
brought suit against the National and American Leagues of Professional Baseball Clubs,
alleging antitrust violations for the defendants' alleged conspiracy to monopolize the
baseball industry. See id. at 207. The plaintiff, a baseball club from Maryland, alleged
that the defendants had destroyed the Federal League, and its efforts to compete against
the defendants, by either purchasing or persuading all teams except the plaintiff's to dis-
band the Federal League. See id.
In subsequent decisions, the Court upheld baseball's unique status, refusing to apply
antitrust laws to baseball. See Toolson v. New York Yankees, Inc., 346 U.S. 356, 357
("Congress had no intention of including the business of [professional] baseball within the
scope of the federal antitrust laws."), reh'g denied, 346 U.S. 917 (1953); Flood v. Kuhn,
407 U.S. 258, 284 (1972) ("[W]e adhere once again to Federal Baseball and Toolson and
to their application to professional baseball.").
Football and other professional sports, however, were treated differently. See
Radovich v. National Football League, 352 U.S. 445, 449-52 (1957) (holding that due to
the extensive volume of interstate business, the NFL was subject to the antitrust laws,
and that the rule of Federal Baseball and Toolson exempting baseball from the purview of
antitrust laws was limited to the business of professional baseball); see also United States
v. International Boxing Club of New York, Inc., 348 U.S. 236, 241-43 (1955) (rejecting
the baseball precedent and applying antitrust laws to professional boxing); Robertson v.
National Basketball Ass'n, 389 F. Supp. 867, 882-84 (S.D.N.Y. 1975) (applying antitrust
laws to professional basketball); Philadelphia World Hockey Club, Inc. v. Philadelphia
Hockey Club, Inc., 351 F. Supp. 462, 466-67 (E.D. Pa. 1972) (applying antitrust laws to
professional hockey); Boston Professional Hockey Ass'n. v. Cheevers, 348 F. Supp. 261,
265-66 (D. Mass. 1972) (same).
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lective bargaining process remained.21 In 1935, Congress lifted these
barriers when it passed the NLRA, also known as the Wagner Act, to
further insure the vitality of union activity.' Not only was the Wagner
Act a legislative mandate which gave workers the right to self-organize
and collectively bargain, but also it created enforcement remedies to pro-
hibit interference with the rights it granted.23 The public policy goal be-
hind the legislation was to encourage collective bargaining and the free
association of workers so that they might achieve desired changes in em-
ployment conditions. 24 It was against this backdrop that the courts cre-
ated the nonstatutory labor exemption.
The Supreme Court has recognized a nonstatutory exemption to pro-
tect employers from liability for antitrust violations based on "a proper
accommodation between the congressional policy favoring collective bar-
gaining under the NLRA and the congressional policy favoring free com-
petition in business [as expressed in the Sherman Act]."' Courts have
applied the nonstatutory labor exemption in the professional sports con-
text to insulate employers (professional sports leagues or teams) from
21. For instance, while § 6 of the Clayton Act declared that labor unions were lawful
organizations, the result was merely to sustain the right of the courts to decide whether
union activities and objectives were lawful or not. See Taylor & Witney, supra note 15, at
47. Furthermore, the Clayton Act actually encouraged prosecution of labor unions under
the Sherman Act. See id, Unlike the Sherman Act, which only permitted the federal
government to enforce the law against unions, the Clayton Act provided that private
parties (i.e., employers), as well as the government, could obtain an injunction against
unions to enforce the Sherman Act. See idt
The Norris-LaGuardia Act was limited similarly in the degree of protection it afforded
unions. See iad at 79. While passage of the Norris-LaGuardia Act did facilitate the abil-
ity of labor unions to collectively bargain, the act still permitted employers to prevent the
development and operation of unions by means other than the use of injunctions. See id.
22. See 49 Stat. 435 (1935), amended by 61 Stat. 141 (1947) (current version at 29
U.S.C. §§ 151-169 (1988)). In the Wagner Act, Congress created a five-member adjudi-
catory body, known as the National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB"), to enforce the
law. See 29 U.S.C. § 153(a) (1988). The NLRB rules on matters such as allegations of
unfair labor practices. Under § 8(a)(5) of the NLRA, an employer who refuses to bar-
gain collectively with the employees' representative is guilty of an unfair labor practice.
See 29 U.S.C. § 158(a)(5) (1988). Similarly, § 8(b)(3) makes it an unfair labor practice
for a union to refuse to collectively bargain with an employer. See 29 U.S.C. § 158(b)(3)
(1988).
23. See Taylor & Witney, supra note 15, at 176-77.
24. See supra note 14. Section 8(d) of the NLRA creates a mutual obligation on
behalf of employers and unions to engage in good faith collective bargaining over "wages,
hours, and other terms and conditions of employment." 29 U.S.C. § 158(d) (1988). The
substantive issues within the scope of § 8(d) that arise during the negotiation process are
considered "mandatory subjects for bargaining." See Donald P. Rothschild et al., Collec-
tive Bargaining and Labor Arbitration 48 (2d ed. 1979) (citing NLRB v. Wooster Divi-
sion of Borg-Warner Corp., 356 U.S. 342 (1958)). These issues must first be a subject of
bargaining before any unilateral action may be taken concerning them. See id
25. Connell Constr. Co. v. Plumbers & Steanfitters Local Union No. 100, 421 U.S.
616, 622 (1975) ("The nonstatutory exemption has its source in the strong labor policy
favoring the association of employees to eliminate competition over wages and working
conditions."); see also Local Union No. 189, Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Jewel Tea
Co., 381 U.S. 676, 689 (1965) (the nonstatutory exemption "is very much a matter of
accommodating the coverage of the Sherman Act to the policy of the labor laws").
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antitrust violations, including those violations stemming from restric-
tions on player movement between teams within a professional sports
league (restrictions on free agency). 26 The exemption grants preemi-
nence to labor laws, and their policy favoring collective bargaining, over
antitrust laws when employers meet a three-pronged test:
First, .. . the restraint on trade primarily affects only the parties to the
collective bargaining relationship. Second .... the agreement sought
to be exempted concerns a mandatory subject of collective bargaining.
[And third], the policy favoring collective bargaining is furthered to
the degree necessary to override the antitrust laws only where the
agreement sought to be exempted is the product of bona fide arm's-
length bargaining.27
This Note examines the need for a uniform application of the nonstat-
utory labor exemption to expired CBAs in professional sports. Part I of
this Note highlights the recent history of the long standing dispute over
free agency in the NFL. Part II discusses the differing views regarding
the length of the nonstatutory exemption's survival upon expiration of a
CBA. Part III examines the merit and consequences of the various ap-
proaches to the exemption length and concludes that the "impasse" stan-
dard is the best of the judicially recognized alternatives. Part IV
discusses the need for a uniform application of the exemption to expired
CBAs, the ramifications of continued uncertainty, and some ways to
achieve uniformity. Finally, this Note concludes that a uniform ap-
proach is necessary to foster future collective bargaining and the signing
of new CBAs, rather than protracted litigation.
I. HISTORY OF THE FREE AGENCY DISPUTE IN THE NFL
It is within the framework of antitrust and labor laws-and the inter-
play between the two that gave birth to the nonstatutory exemption-
that one must analyze the NFL labor dispute. In Mackey v. National
Football League, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Cir-
cuit held that the then existing method used by the NFL to restrict
player movement (the "Rozelle Rule") 28 was not exempt from antitrust
laws because it did not satisfy the court's third prong of being "the prod-
uct of bona fide arm's-length negotiations."29 Under the Rozelle Rule,
teams who wanted to sign another club's player, who was no longer
26. See Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d 606, 614 (8th Cir. 1976), cerl.
dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977).
27. Id. (citations omitted).
28. The Rozelle Rule, named for then Commissioner Pete Rozelle, provided that
when a player's contract expired and the player signed with a new team, the new team
had to compensate the former team. See id. at 609 n. 1. In the event that the two teams
were unable to agree on compensation, then it was in the commissioner's sole discretion
to award compensation in the form of players off the new team's roster and/or their
future draft choices. See id.
29. Id. at 623.
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under contract, owed compensation to that player's former team.30 The
NFL commissioner set the amount of compensation if the teams could
not agree.31 The effect of the Rozelle Rule was virtually to eliminate
veteran player movement.32 Teams otherwise interested in signing free
agents were unwilling to meet the compensation demands made by the
player's former team, and feared unknown compensation awards by the
commissioner when the teams could not agree.33 Inasmuch as the NFL's
system of player restraint was struck down in Mackey, it looked as if the
players would, for the first time, enjoy the benefits of an open player
market.34
The NFLPA, however, in subsequent CBAs, conceded the free agency
victory in Mackey in eichange for other employment benefits.35 In 1977,
the NFL-NFLPA sighed a five-year collective bargaining agreement
("1977 CBA") 36 which replaced the Rozelle Rule with the Right of First
Refusal/Compensation system. 37
Despite liberalizing the Rozelle Rule under the 1977 CBA's new free
agency system, there was very little movement of players between the
teams.38 During the five-year agreement, there were 600 players whose
contracts had expired, and who, as a result, were eligible for free
agency.39 But fewer than fifty received offers from other NFL teams, less
30. See id at 609 n.l.
31. See id
32. See iL at 620.
33. See id.
34. See Berry et al., supra note 18, at 126-27.
35. See id, at 127; see also 1977 Collective Bargaining Agreement Between the Na-
tional Football League Players Association and the National Football League Manage-
ment Council arts. XV, XXX, XXXI (Mar. 1, 1977) [hereinafter 1977 CBA]
(establishing Player benefits including salary minimums, insurance, and retirement plan).
36. See Powell v. National Football League, 678 F. Supp. 777, 780 (D. Minn. 1988),
rev'd, 930 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1989), cert denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991). "The 1977
agreement was incorporated in a class action settlement,... that brought to an end five
years of labor-management strife." Id
37. See 1977 CBA, supra note 35, art. XV. Under this new restraint on free agency,
a team whose contract with a player had expired had the right to match bids on the
player's future services from any other interested team ("right of first refusal"). See id. If
the former team did not match another team's bid, resulting in the loss of a veteran
player, they were entitled to compensation from the bidding team. See id. Under this
system, however, unlike the Rozelle Rule, the commissioner had no discretion as to com-
pensation awards. See id. Instead, the compensation afforded to a team losing a former
player was the granting of pre-determined future draft choices based on the number of
years the player had been in the league and the amount of money that the player received
in the new contract. See id Without the degree of uncertainty as to the amounts of
compensation that might be awarded for inter-team signing, this new formulation of the
Rozelle Rule was supposed to relax the restrictive environment that evolved under the
original rule. Cf Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d 606, 620 (8th Cir. 1976)
(crediting the evidence adduced at trial that the Rozelle Rule hampered player movement
because of unreasonable compensation demands and fear of unknown commissioner insti-
tuted compensation), cert. dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977).
38. See Powell, 678 F. Supp. at 780.
39. See id
1993] 1209
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than twenty moved between teams as part of a player trade, and only one
moved to another team in which draft choice compensation was
involved.'4
The 1977 CBA expired in July 1982.41 After failed negotiations led to
a fifty-seven day player strike, the NFL and NFLPA executed a new
CBA in December 1982 ("1982 CBA").42 Under the 1982 CBA, how-
ever, player movement remained stagnant. In fact, during the five-year
term of the agreement, while 1415 players became veteran free agents,
only one player received an offer from another team. 3 In addition, the
NFLPA accused the NFL owners of colluding to set league-wide salary
scales based on the round in which a team drafted a player, the position
the player played, and the years the player had been in the league-in-
stead of the player's on-field performance.'
The ease with which the owners thwarted the 1987 players' strike
demonstrated the unequal balance of power between the NFL and its
players.45 During negotiations in 1987 for a new CBA, after expiration
of the 1982 CBA, the players sought to eliminate restrictions on free
agency.4" When the NFL management refused to lift its restraints on
free agency, the players went on strike.47
Although the strike began after the second week of play, management
40. See id.
41. See Berry et al., supra note 18, at 143.
42. See Powell, 678 F. Supp. at 780. The 1982 CBA gave the NFLPA over $1.2
billion in employee benefits over the five-year life of the agreement. See id. at 781. In
addition, the 1982 CBA included a modified version of the Right of First Refusal/Com-
pensation system present in the 1977 CBA. See id. This modification was an increase in
the salary levels that triggered draft choice compensation for signing free agents. See id.
In theory, the higher triggering levels should have increased player mobility because
teams could sign players while owing less compensation than they previously would have
owed.
43. See id. at 781 n.6.
44. See Dennis A. Ahlburg & James B. Dworkin, Player Compensation in the Na-
tional Football League, in The Business of Professional Sports 61, 61 (Paul D. Staudohar
& James A. Mangan eds., 1991). In 1985, after owners in Major League Baseball ap-
peared similarly reluctant to bid on free agents in their league, the baseball players'
union, the Major League Baseball Players Association ("MLBPA"), filed a series of col-
lusion cases. See Agent: Baseball Owners Agree to Pay $280 Million, L.A. Times, Nov. 4,
1990, at C1 5. Two arbitrators found the baseball owners guilty of a three-year conspiracy
against free agents after the 1985, 1986, and 1987 seasons. See id. In November 1990,
the owners agreed to settle with the union for $280 million which was to cover damages
from lost salaries during 1985 through 1990. See Murray Chass, Players Said to Hit
Collusion Jackpot, N.Y. Times, Nov. 4, 1990, § 8, at 1. While this sounded like a huge
settlement, as of September 1991, according to the MLBPA, 843 players filed 3173
claims-amounting to $1,321,948,295-for damage they claimed to have suffered from
the owners' collusion. See Negative Collusion Numbers, N.Y. Times, Sept. 27, 1991, at
Bll.
45. See Ed Garvey, Foreword to The Scope of the Labor Exemption in Professional
Sports: A Perspective on Collective Bargaining in the NFL, 1989 Duke L.J. 328, 330.
46. See Lock, supra note 8, at 367.
47. See id.
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was forced to cancel only one week of the 1987 football season.48 A week
later, the NFL resumed play with teams consisting primarily of players
who did not make NFL rosters prior to the 1987 season.49 Although
"replacement games" were of inferior quality, fans still attended and the
networks provided television coverage. °
Players started crossing the picket lines as early as the second week of
the strike."1 After three weeks of "scab games" were played, the players
voted to end the strike.5 With little or no losses to management, and no
gains for the players in terms of free agency, the strike was broken.
When neither negotiations nor the strike proved successful in softening
the NFL's stance on free agency, the players resorted to the courts for
relief. They brought suit in the United States District Court for the Dis-
trict of Minnesota, in Powell v. National Football League, 3 to enjoin the
league from continued imposition of the restraints on free agency encom-
passed in the expired 1982 agreement.54 The players alleged that the
NFL should be liable for antitrust violations for its enforcement of provi-
sions, embodied in the expired CBA, that restrained player mobility. 5
In response to these allegations, the league made a cross-motion asking
the court to declare that the nonstatutory exemption insulated it from
antitrust liability for the restraints at issue.56 The Minnesota District
Court set out its "impasse" standard, holding that the nonstatutory ex-
emption only insulated an employer from antitrust scrutiny until the par-
ties reached a bargaining impasse.5 7
On February 1, 1989, while the Powell case was on appeal to the
Eighth Circuit, the NFL unilaterally implemented a new version of free
agency, termed "Plan B" Free Agency. 8 Shortly after the NFL imposed
48. See iL
49. See id at 357, 367; Garvey, supra note 45, at 331.
50. See Lock, supra note 8, at 357, 367; Garvey, supra note 45, at 331. This is evi-
dence, as Lock points out, that the demand for the NFL's product is "inelastic (at least in
response to changes in quality)." Lock, supra note 8, at 357 (citations omitted). Further-
more, Lock points out that the NFL is sufficiently distinct from college football or other
professional sports leagues so that fans have no real substitute for NFL games. See id.
51. See Lock, supra note 8, at 367.
52. See ia
53. 678 F. Supp. 777 (D. Minn. 1988), rev'd, 930 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1989), cert
denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
54. See id at 780-81. The restraints on free agency that were in dispute were the right
of first refusal/compensation system. See id For further discussion of the Powell district
court case, see infra notes 110-29 and accompanying text.
55. See Powell, 678 F. Supp. at 780-81.
56. See id
57. See id at 789; infra notes 110-29 and accompanying text.
58. See McNeil v. National Football League, 790 F. Supp. 871, 876 n.4 (D. Minn.
1992). This new form of player restraint permitted each team to protect 37 out of the 47
players on their rosters. See Thomas George, N.F.L 's Free-Agency System Is Found Un-
fair by US. Jury, N.Y. Times, Sept. 11, 1992, at Al, B15. The ten players left unpro-
tected were free to sign with any other team when their contract expired and the new
team did not owe the former team any compensation. See id at B15. On the other hand,
the 37 protected players could accept an offer from any other team when their contracts
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Plan B, the Eighth Circuit reversed the Powell district court's impasse
standard.59 The Eighth Circuit held that the exemption continued to in-
sulate the NFL as a defense to antitrust liability for the challenged re-
straints on free agency because of the existence of an "ongoing collective
bargaining relationship" between the NFL and the NFLPA. ° The play-
ers then voted to decertify the NFLPA in an effort to preclude applica-
tion of the exemption, and with the hope of greater success in chipping
away at league restraints through individual player lawsuits.61 One of
the individual suits, McNeil v. National Football League,62 challenged the
league-imposed Plan B Free Agency system 63 and proved to be instru-
mental in the campaign for greater intra-league mobility.
A September 1992 jury verdict in the McNeil case" struck down Plan
B.65 The jury found that the NFL's Plan B Free Agency system had a
harmful effect on competition in the market for players' services and was
more restrictive than reasonably necessary to establish or maintain com-
petitive balance66 in the league.67 In addition, to finding that Plan B
caused economic injury to the players, the jury awarded damages to four
of the eight McNeil plaintiffs.68
The striking down of Plan B as too restrictive, and the demonstration
of its economic injury to players, opened the door for league liability to
other individuals harmed. Accordingly, after the successful jury verdict
in McNeil, Keith Jackson and nine other players brought suit in Jackson
v. National Football League, seeking a temporary restraining order and a
preliminary injunction to prevent the league from continuing to restrict
expired, but the former team retained the right to match the offer ("right of first re-
fusal"). See id. If the former team decided not to match the offer on the protected
player, it could release the player and was entitled to compensation from the new team.
See id. The compensation consisted of a pre-determined number of the new team's up-
coming draft choices based on how many years the newly signed player had been playing
in the league and how much money the player was to be paid by the new team. See id.
The compensation often amounted to the team's next two first-round draft choices. See
id.
59. See Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1304 (8th Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991); see infra notes 130-39 and accompanying text.
60. See Powell, 930 F.2d at 1303-04.
61. See Powell & McNeil v. National Football League, 764 F. Supp. 1351, 1354 (D.
Minn. 1991) (decision only in McNeil v. National Football League, 764 F. Supp. 1351
(D. Minn. 1991)) [hereinafter McNeil]; see also infra notes 143-45 and accompanying text
further discussing McNeil.
62. 764 F. Supp. 1351 (D. Minn. 1991).
63. See id. at 1353-54.
64. Civ. No. 4-90-476 (D. Minn 1992).
65. See Jackson v. National Football League, 802 F. Supp. 226, 228 n.2 (D. Minn.
1992).
66. For discussion of competitive balance in the NFL, see infra notes 84-90 and ac-
companying text.
67. See Jackson, 802 F. Supp. at 228 n.2.
68. See id. The McNeil jury awarded the following damages (before trebling): Mark
Collins, $178, 000; Don Majkowski, $0; Tim McDonald, $0; Freeman McNeil, $0; Frank
Minnifield, $50,000; Niko Noga, $0; Dave Richards, $240,000; and Lee Rouson, $75,000.
See id.
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the plaintiffs under the recently invalidated Plan B system.69
The Jackson plaintiffs were without contracts since agreements with
their current teams had expired on February 1, 1992.7 Under the rules
of Plan B, on April 1, 1992, teams acquired exclusive rights to their play-
ers whose contracts had expired.71 With no ability to shop around for
buyers of their services,72 the plaintiffs lacked the necessary leverage to
bargain with their former teams (their only consumers) for fair market
value.
The court temporarily enjoined the NFL from restraining the move-
ment of four plaintiffs still restricted by Plan B as of the time of the
ruling.73 The decision allowed the four players to deal freely and negoti-
ate contracts for the 1992 season with any NFL club.74 After Jackson,
another group of players, led by Reggie White, filed a class action suit,
White v. Philadelphia Football Club,75 on behalf of all NFL Players
whose contracts were due to expire on February 1, 1993.76 At that point,
the White plaintiffs would be similarly without contracts while the re-
cently invalidated Plan B system restricted their ability to sell their serv-
ices to whichever team they chose.77 The White plaintiffs sought
damages for players restricted under the recently invalidated Plan B dur-
ing the 1990 through 1992 seasons, and an injunction against continued
imposition of Plan B or any similar restraints which prevented players,
whose contracts had expired, from freely selling their services to other
teams.
78
At that time, approximately 600 current player contracts were sched-
uled to expire on February 1, 1993. 79 Presumably, these players would
be in a similar position to the Jackson plaintiffs (without contracts and
with movement restricted) and collateral estoppel would likely require a
69. See id. at 228.
70. See ia
71. See id.
72. See id. at 230-31.
73. See id. at 234-35. These players were Keith Jackson, Webster Slaughter, DJ.
Dozier, and Garin Veris. See i at 235.
74. Within a matter of days, Keith Jackson signed with the Miami Dolphins for a
reported $5.9 million over four years. Jackson's almost S1.5 million a year salary was far
more than the $300,000 that his former club, the Philadelphia Eagles, were paying him
for the previous season-and considerably more than the Eagles' offer that prompted
Jackson's holdout and subsequent suit-truly a testament to the effect that "Plan B" had
on depressing player salaries well below market value. See like Freeman, Keith Jackson
Leaves Eagles for Dolphins, Wash. Post, Sept. 29, 1992, at El, E2.
75. Civ. No. 4-92-906 (D. Minn. 1992).
76. See Settlement Agreement, supra note 2, at 14.
77. See id
78. See id. The White class action suit was consolidated with another class action
suit, Lewis v. National Football League, Civ. No. 91-2685 (D.D.C. 1991), brought on
behalf of all players restricted under Plan B during the 1989 season. See Settlement
Agreement, supra note 2, at 14.
79. See Bob Oates, NFL Faces Deluge of New Free Agents, L.A. Times, Sept. 26, 1992,
at C9.
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similar result.80 Faced with this probable outcome, and Minnesota Dis-
trict Court Judge David S. Doty's8" threat to impose his own agreement
if the parties failed to meet his January 6, 1993, deadline, the parties
agreed on the terms of the recent settlement.82
Confronted with the threat of extensive liability from pending and fu-
ture player suits and the possibility of court-imposed unrestricted free
agency, the NFL owners sought some common ground with the players
on the free agency issue. The owners apparently concluded that it was in
their interests to propose employment conditions that would gain sup-
port from a majority of the players, and thus bring the parties back to the
negotiating table. Conversely, it appears that, at some point, players
were receptive to the league's offers because union decertification was not
without its costs to the average player. 83
In an effort to control the spread of free agency in the NFL, owners
consistently have maintained that an open player market would be disas-
trous for the league." They contend that restraints on free agency insure
80. See Jackson v. National Football League, 802 F. Supp. 226, 229-30 (D. Minn.
1992) (granting plaintiffs injunctive relief based on collateral estoppel claim because issue
of harmful effiect of Plan B was already litigated in McNeil).
81. Judge Doty presided over the Powell district court case in 1987, and has heard
much of the NFL litigation since then. See Thomas George, N.F.L 's 7-Year Plan Was
Really 5 Years of Cheating History, N.Y. Times, Jan. 7, 1993, at B15.
82. See supra notes 1-2 and accompanying text.
83. See McNeil v. National Football League, 764 F. Supp. 1351, 1354 (D. Minn.
1991) ("Plaintiffs further contend that they have paid a price for giving up their labor
rights because the NFL defendants have capitalized on the players' nonunion status by
unilaterally cutting insurance benefits and lengthening the playing season to seventeen
weeks.").
Average players, who comprise the bulk of the voting majority, suffer the most when
benefits packages are cut. These benefits make up a higher percentage of the average
player's total compensation than they do for the relatively few high paid stars who stand
to reap huge monetary gains in an open market. Furthermore, the average playing career
in the NFL is less than four years. See Aaron Bernstein, Football's Owners May Be
Sacked By A Jury, Bus. Wk., June 22, 1992, at 42; Donna Halvorsen, Hot Topics, Star
Trib., Aug. 29, 1992, at lE. Further, studies show that 65% of NFL players suffer per-
manent injury, and the life expectancy of a professional football player is approximately
60 years as compared to the average male who is expected to live to 72 years of age. See
Joe Urschel, Football Fever is Hazardous to Our Health, USA Today, Feb. 2, 1993, at
10A.
The combination of typical short playing careers and the ever present danger of a disa-
bling injury may place a premium on benefits packages for average NFL athletes whose
playing days may be over long before unrestricted free agency comes to fruition. Because
average players have less incentive than star players to wait for the possibility ofjudicially
imposed free agency, they may be willing to accept something less than unrestricted mo-
bility in exchange for an extensive benefits package.
84. See, e.g., Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d 606, 621 (8th Cir. 1976)
("[W]ithout the Rozelle Rule [argued the NFL].... competitive balance throughout the
League would... be destroyed; and that the destruction of competitive balance would
ultimately lead to diminished spectator interest, franchise failures, and perhaps the de-
mise of the NFL."), cert. dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977); Jackson v. National Football
League, 802 F. Supp. 226, 231-32, 232 n.8 (D. Minn. 1992) ("Defendants contend that if
the court grants the requested injunctive relief, competitive balance between the NFL
teams will suffer," and will result in a reduction of fan interest and the quality of the
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league vitality by conserving the competitive balance among the NFL
teams.85 According to the league, "competitive balance means that all of
the NFL teams are of sufficiently comparable playing strength to provide
competitive and high quality games that are close, exciting and well-
played, and thus interesting to fans."86 Advocates of the competitive bal-
ance argument claim that if there were no restrictions on free agency, the
owners with the greatest wealth, or whose teams played in the most
glamorous cities (i.e., larger media markets, warmer climate, past suc-
cess) could obtain all the best players in the league.87 Hence, a small
number of teams would consistently dominate the league, translating into
fewer close contests, decreased fan interest, and a consequent decline in
television revenue and the league's financial stability in general.88
According to such a view, while free agency would destroy the com-
petitive balance in the league, a restrained environment would promote
league parity. This, however, has not been the case. Throughout the
history of the free-agency-restrictive NFL, a handful of teams have domi-
nated the league. In 1978, in Smith v. Pro-Football, the court noted that
"despite the existence of all the league's restraints on player movement,
in the last three seasons nine teams have captured 22 of the 24 [playoff]
spots." 89 Even more dramatic evidence of historical league domination
is that five teams have won seventeen of the twenty-seven Superbowls
that have been played in the NFL since 1966, the year of the first
Superbowl.90
Owners also may claim that an unrestricted environment would disad-
vantage the average players because, in an open market, after owners
have spent enough money to attract and retain the star players, they may
be unable to provide salaries and benefits that the average players find
satisfactory. This might be called the "different way to cut up the pie
model." But the argument is flawed because it assumes that there is a
finite amount of revenue, or "pie," to split up, a claim which is inconsis-
tent with recent industry growth figures. 91
games played); Smith v. Pro-Football, 420 F. Supp. 738, 745-46 (D.D.C. 1976) ("Ac-
cording to the [NFL's] arguments, if a free market for player talent existed today in
professional football, the league's current competitive balance would be irretrievably de-
stroyed .. . ."), aff'd in part and rev'd in part, 593 F.2d 1173 (D.C. Cir. 1978).
85. See Jackson, 802 F. Supp. at 231-32, 232 n.8; Smith, 420 F. Supp. at 745-46.
86. Jackson, 802 F. Supp. at 232 n.8 (quoting McNeil Jury Instruction No. 19).
87. See Mackey, 543 F.2d at 621; see also Philadelphia World Hockey Club, Inc. v.
Philadelphia Hockey Club, Inc., 351 F. Supp. 462, 486 (E.D. Pa. 1972) (similar competi-
tive balance argument made by league in professional hockey context).
88. See Mackey, 543 F.2d at 621.
89. Smith v. Pro-Football, 420 F. Supp. 738, 746 (D.D.C 1976), aff'd in part and
rev'd in part, 593 F.2d 1173 (D.C. Cir. 1978).
90. See The Superbowl 9 (Simon and Schuster 1990). Those five teams are the Dallas
Cowboys (Superbowls VI, XII, XXVII), the Oakland/Los Angeles Raiders (Superbowls
XI, XV, XVIII), the Pittsburgh Steelers (Superbowls IX, X, XIII, XIV), the San Fran-
cisco 49ers (Superbowls XVI, XIX, XXIII, XXIV), and the Washington Redskins
(Superbowls XVII, XXII, XXVI). See id
91. In the decade between 1980 and 1990, the NFL's gross revenues went from ap-
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Moreover, one can argue persuasively that all players benefit from
league-wide salary inflation when there are fewer restrictions on free
agency. For example, NFL salaries have not kept pace with league sala-
ries among professional athletes in Major League Baseball and the Na-
tional Basketball Association, whose free agency policies are far less
restrictive than the NFL's. 92
Of course, the prospective impact of any new free agency policy on the
NFL is purely academic if players are unable to challenge existing re-
straints. Moreover, players can not challenge restrictions on free agency,
or any other disputed restraint, without overcoming the threshold issue
regarding the league's labor exemption from the antitrust laws.
II. SURVIVAL OF THE NONSTATUTORY EXEMPTION UPON
EXPIRATION OF A CBA
A key question posed by the Powell litigation is how long does the
nonstatutory exemption survive upon expiration of a CBA? In other
words, how long after expiration of a CBA should an employer be pro-
tected from antitrust liability by an exemption that was afforded because
the union consented to the restraints (now in dispute) placed on it during
the life of the CBA?
There has been no resolution of this issue sufficient to furnish the par-
ties to a future labor dispute-whether the NFL and NFLPA or parties
in other professional sports leagues-with the guidance necessary to re-
solve post-CBA disputes short of relying upon judicial intervention. The
exemption was originally granted to afford labor law preeminence over
antitrust law because of policy considerations favoring collective bargain-
ing.93 The uncertain lifespan of the exemption, however, creates an envi-
ronment in which the parties, unaware of their rights and obligations
proximately $415 million to $1.1 billion. See Michael S. Jacobs, Professional Sports
Leagues, Antitrust, and the Single-Entity Theory: A Defense of the Status Quo, 67 Ind.
L.J. 25, 25 n.4 (1991).
92. See id. As of 1992, the average NFL salary was $430,000, compared to about
$900,000 in Major League Baseball ("MLB"), and more than $1 million in the National
Basketball Association ("NBA"). See Bob Oates, NFL's Free Agency System Tossed Out
in Antitrust Suit, L.A. Times, Sept. 11, 1992, at Al. One factor that makes the salary
differences arguably even greater is the shorter playing career and likelihood of disabling
injury in football. See Jackson v. National Football League, 802 F. Supp. 226, 231 (D.
Minn. 1992) ("The existence of irreparable [economic] injury is underscored by the un-
disputed brevity and precariousness of the players' careers in professional sports, particu-
larly in the NFL."); see also Halvorsen, supra note 83, at 1E (average career length in the
NFL is 3.5 years, average in the NBA is 4 years, and in MLB 4.5 years). For further
discussion of the likelihood of injury in the NFL, see supra note 83.
93. See Connell Constr. Co. v. Plumbers & Steamfitters Local Union No. 100, 421
U.S. 616, 622 (1975) ("The nonstatutory exemption has its source in the strong labor
policy favoring the association of employees to eliminate competition over wages and
working conditions."); Local Union No. 189, Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Jewel Tea
Co., 381 U.S. 676, 689 (1965) (the nonstatutory exemption "is very much a matter of
accommodating the coverage of the Sherman Act to the policy of the labor laws");
Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d 606, 614 (8th Cir. 1976) (recognizing
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once a CBA expires, likely will opt for hard-nose litigation rather than
good faith collective bargaining.
According to relevant authorities, the length of the exemption after
expiration of a CBA is anything but clear. The only consensus is that the
exemption does in fact end. That end point is either (1) at expiration of
the CBA,94 (2) at a bargaining "impasse";" (3) at some point beyond
"impasse" when there is no longer an "ongoing collective bargaining re-
lationship";96 or (4) when an employer unilaterally imposes a restriction
with no reasonable belief that a new CBA will include the restraint or a
close variant to it.97 Each of these approaches in turn will be discussed.
A. At Expiration of the CBA
The United States District Court for the District of Columbia, in
Brown v. Pro Football, Inc,"8 held that the NFL's labor exemption from
antitrust laws should expire at the same time as the CBA.99 Brown con-
cerned a 1989 NFL management resolution that allowed teams to create
six player developmental squads with fixed weekly salaries."°° The
NFLPA would not consent to the league's plan because the plan did not
allow the players on the developmental squads to negotiate their own
salary terms.° 1 When the NFL went ahead and unilaterally imple-
mented the developmental squad plan, and insisted that teams pay no
more than the specified amount, the players affected brought suit
through the NFLPA challenging the fixed salaries.'02
The Brown court held that the nonstatutory exemption had expired
along with the 1982 CBA's expiration in 1987 and, thus, that the NFL
could not rely on the exemption to insulate it from liability for antitrust
violations."°3 The court held that the "[a]ntitrust exemption should end
at expiration [of the CBA] because the reason for the exemption no
exemption in professional sports context based on Supreme Court precedent), cert. dis-
missed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977).
94. See Brown v. Pro Football, Inc., 782 F. Supp. 125, 131 (D.D.C. 1991).
95. See Powell v. National Football League, 678 F. Supp. 777, 789 (D. Minn. 1988),
rev'd, 930 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1989), cerL denied, 111 S. CL 711 (1991).
96. See Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1303-04 (8th Cir. 1989),
cert. denied, 111 S. CL 711 (1991).
97. See Bridgeman v. National Basketball Ass'n, 675 F. Supp. 960, 967 (D.NJ.
1987).
98. 782 F. Supp. 125, 131 (D.D.C. 1991).
99. See id; see also Lock, supra note 8, at 376 and discussion infra text accompanying
note 105; Note, Releasing Superstars From Peonage" Union Consent and the Nonstatutory
Labor Exemption, 104 Harv. L. Rev. 874, 875 (1991) (arguing that because union consent
is a prerequisite to the availability of the exemption, it expires when the CBA does).
100. See Brown, 782 F. Supp. at 127. The developmental squad can be likened to,
although on a much smaller scale, the farm system employed in Major League Baseball.
Teams use their minor leagues or developmental squads to develop future talent and fill
vacancies in their Major League or NFL rosters.
101. See ic at 128.
102. See id.
103. See id. at 131.
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longer exists: the union no longer agrees to the restraint and therefore
continuation of the restraint violates the Sherman Act."'" The Brown
court endorsed Professor Ethan Lock's conclusion that the exemption
should expire-and, thus, NFL antitrust liability should lie-upon the
expiration of the CBA because at that point the NFL was unilaterallyimposing employment conditions that restrained trade without union
consent. 1
05
The Brown decision acknowledged the Supreme Court's reasoning be-
hind the extension of CBA terms after expiration-"to promote indus-
trial peace 'by fostering a non-coercive environment that is conducive to
serious negotiations on a new contract.' ,,lo According to Brown, how-
ever, that purpose is not realized by extending the nonstatutory exemp-
tion beyond expiration of the CBA because extension "hinders rather
than facilitates the execution of new collective bargaining
agreements."' 1
0 7
In fact, the court found that the exemption's protection provided no
incentive for the NFL to sign a new CBA.'08 The court reasoned that
"[i]f the NFL is satisfied with the terms in the expired agreement, all it
need do is maintain the status quo and continue to receive exemption
from antitrust liability for restraints to which the union no longer
agrees." io9
B. At a Bargaining "Impasse"
The Minnesota District Court, in Powell v. National Football
League,110 recognized an alternative approach to the survival of the ex-
emption after CBA expiration.I' The court concluded that the nonstat-
utory exemption protects the challenged player restraints until the
parties reach a bargaining "impasse. ' 112 "Impasse" describes a phase in
104. Id. at 132.
105. See id. at 133 (citing Lock, supra note 8, at 376).
106. Id. at 130 (quoting Laborers Health & Welfare Trust Fund v. Advanced Light-
weight Concrete Co., 484 U.S. 539, 544 n.6 [sic] (1988)).
107. Id. at 131.
108. See id.
109. Id.
110. 678 F. Supp. 777 (D. Minn. 1988), rev'd, 930 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
111. See id.
112. See id.; see also Daniel C. Nester, Comment, Labor Exemption to Antitrust Scru-
tiny in Professional Sports, 15 S. Ill. U. L.J. 123, 144 (1990) (concluding that impasse is
the proper end point for exemption because it provides neither party with an undue bar-
gaining advantage and encourages negotiation by striking the appropriate balance be-
tween competing antitrust and labor law policies); Michael S. Hobel, Note, Application of
the Labor Exemption After the Expiration of Collective Bargaining Agreements in Profes-
sional Sports, 57 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 164, 172 (1982) (arguing that the exemption should last
as long as the owners bargain in good faith toward a new CBA, but after an impasse, any
new or modified restraint would end the exemption and subject owners to potential liabil-
ity); cf Bradley R. Cahoon, Powell v. National Football League: Modified Impasse Stan-
dard Determines Scope of Labor Exemption, 1990 Utah L. Rev. 381, 402-03 (concluding
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labor negotiations when, despite vigorous good faith bargaining, the par-
ties reach a stalemate and have little or no hope of reaching an agree-
ment.1 3 After expiration of a CBA, both parties have a continuing
obligation to bargain until impasse. "' Before reaching an impasse in the
negotiations, however, the employer is "obligated to 'maintain the status
quo as to wages and working conditions.' "115 After impasse, the em-
ployer may either maintain the status quo, or may "implement new or
different employment terms that are reasonably contemplated within the
scope of their pre-impasse proposals."
'' 16
According to the Minnesota District Court, maintaining the status quo
after expiration of a CBA will provide an environment which "'pro-
motes industrial peace by fostering a noncoercive atmosphere that is con-
ducive to serious negotiations on a new contract.' ,,17 It is only after the
parties have bargained to an impasse that an employer may unilaterally
impose an employment condition, and in doing so the employer is sus-
ceptible to antitrust liability.118
The district court rejected the union's proposal that would have at-
tached antitrust liability, after expiration of a CBA, when the union has
made it "unequivocally clear" that it no longer consents to the restraint
on competition in dispute." 9 The court reasoned that such a proposal
would act as a disincentive for a disgruntled union to seek better condi-
tions through good faith negotiations. 20 Instead, it would encourage the
NFLPA to adhere to its initial bargaining position. Such steadfastness
would make it "unequivocally clear" that the NFLPA no longer con-
sents to a particular restraint, and thus potentially expose the league to
instant liability following expiration of a CBA.12'
In contrast, the NFL claimed that it was still entitled to both the ex-
that the exemption should end at impasse, but proposing a requirement that a finding be
made (before determination of an impasse) that the parties are not bargaining from
roughly equal positions of power, and thus players are unable to use economic weapons
to "extract benefits in return for unwanted anticompetitive restraints").
113. See Taft Broadcasting Co., 163 N.L.R.B. 475, 478 (1967), enforced sub nor.
American Fed'n of Television & Radio Artists, Kansas City Local v. NLRB, 395 F.2d
622 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
114. See Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1300 (8th Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 111 S. CL 711 (1991) (citing National Labor Relations Act § 8(a)(5), (d), 29
U.S.C. § 158(a)(5), (d) (1988); NLRB v. Katz, 369 U.S. 736, 742-43 (1962); Hinson v.
NLRB, 428 F.2d 133, 139 (8th Cir. 1970)).
115. Ia (quoting Producers Dairy Delivery Co. v. Western Conference of Teamsters
Trust Fund, 654 F.2d 625, 627 (9th Cir. 1981)).
116. Id at 1300-01 (citing Laborers Health & Welfare Trust Fund v. Advanced Light-
weight Concrete Co., 484 U.S. 539, 544 n.5 (1988)).
117. Powell v. National Football League, 678 F. Supp. 777, 785 (D. Minn. 1988),
rev'd, 930 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1989), cerL denied, I11 S. Ct. 711 (1991) (quoting Laborers
Health & Welfare Trust Fund v. Advanced Lightweight Concrete Co., 779 F.2d 497, 500
(9th Cir. 1985), aff'd, 484 U.S. 539 (1988)).
118. See L at 787-88.
119. Id at 786.
120. See id at 787.
121. See id
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emption and absolute antitrust immunity for the challenged restraints
because the restraints were subjects of mandatory bargaining 22 that only
affected the parties to the collective bargaining relationship. 123 The
league argued that this immunity from antitrust laws should be available
to them regardless of whether or not there was a current CBA in ef-
fect.124 In rejecting the league's argument, the court noted that congres-
sional policy did not dictate, as the NFL suggested, that labor laws
should completely override antitrust interests in the context of
mandatory subjects of bargaining solely because the anticompetitive ef-
fects are felt exclusively within the union-employer relationship.125
Alternatively, the league relied on the "'survival' doctrine" which, as
the league contended, "provides the challenged restraints continued pro-
tection from the antitrust laws for an indefinite period following expira-
tion of the collective bargaining agreement." 26 The court stated that the
survival of the exemption after expiration of the CBA "properly accom-
modate[s] the antitrust policy promoting free competition with the labor
law obligation requiring the parties to maintain the status quo following
[the] expiration."'' 27 Nevertheless, the court rejected the League's pro-
posals because the proposals would "accord the labor exemption undue
longevity."' 128 The district court maintained that its formulation of the
impasse standard would only delay the imposition of antitrust liability
until further negotiations over the challenged restraint became pointless,
rather than indefinitely protecting a restraint from antitrust scrutiny.129
C. At Some Point Beyond "Impasse"
The United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit used still
another approach to determine the length of the labor exemption after a
CBA expires. 3 Reversing the Powell district court, the Eighth Circuit
held that the labor exemption extends beyond impasse. ' 3' The court rea-
soned that the NFL-NFLPA negotiations had not reached a point in
which an action under the Sherman Act would be appropriate. 3 2 Ac-
122. According to the NLRA, mandatory subjects of collective bargaining refer to
"rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment." 29
U.S.C. § 159(a) (1988). The challenged restraints at issue constitute mandatory subjects
of bargaining as per the NLRA because they have the effect of restraining inter-team
player mobility and depressing salaries. See Mackey v. National Football League, 543
F.2d 606, 615 (8th Cir. 1976), cert. dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977).
123. See Powell, 678 F. Supp. at 782.
124. See id. at 783.
125. See id.
126. Id. at 782.
127. Id. at 785.
128. Id. at 788.
129. See id. at 789.
130. See Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1304 (8th Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
131. See id.
132. See id. at 1301-02.
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cording to the Eighth Circuit, the district court's impasse standard con-
flicted with federal labor laws establishing the collective bargaining
process in that the "standard treats a lawful stage of the collective bar-
gaining process as misconduct by [the league]." 1 33
While the Eighth Circuit, in rejecting the impasse standard, declined
to choose a point in time at which the exemption would end, it did not
hold that the exemption forever protected an employer from antitrust
violations just because the original attainment of a challenged restraint
was in the context of collective bargaining with a union. 34 Instead, as
the court explained, "the nonstatutory labor exemption protects agree-
ments conceived in an ongoing collective bargaining relationship from
challenges under the antitrust laws." 135
The court determined that a bargaining relationship still existed be-
tween the NFL and NFLPA because the parties could exercise a variety
of post-CBA remedies both before and after an impasse. 136 For example,
the union could strike, or an employer could lock out employees, and
either party could pursue an unfair labor practice claim before the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board ("NLRB"). 137 According to the court, the
parties could either bargain further, exert economic force, or present
claims before the NLRB.1 3' However, as long as the NLRB might hear
and potentially resolve the NFL-NFLPA labor dispute, "the labor rela-
tionship continues and the labor exemption applies." 139
Despite the Eighth Circuit's majority pronouncement opposing an ex-
emption in perpetuity, the dissent points out that extending the exemp-
tion beyond impasse forces the players to abide forever by the provisions
of a once bargained for agreement or otherwise abandon their bargaining
rights.140
The NFLPA did just what the dissent suggested. On December 5,
1989, player representatives from all twenty-four teams voted unani-
mously to decertify the NFLPA as a union.1 4' The NFLPA renounced
133. Id at 1302 (footnote omitted).
134. See id. at 1303; cf Gary R. Roberts, Reconciling Federal Labor and Antitrust
Policy: The Special Case of Sports League Labor Market Restraints, 75 Geo. LJ. 19, 62-
63 (1986) (arguing that once players have elected to unionize, the exemption should pro-
tect all conduct by any party to the bargaining relationship regarding a mandatory sub-
ject of collective bargaining).
135. Powell, 930 F.2d at 1303 (footnote omitted).
136. See id at 1301-02.
137. See id
138. See id. at 1303.
139. Id at 1303-04.
140. See id at 1306 (Heaney, J., dissenting).
141. See McNeil v. National Football League, 764 F. Supp. 1351, 1356 (D. Minn.
1991). McNeil rejected the NFL's argument that the NFLPA's decertification was inef-
fective absent an NLRB determination. See id. at 1356-57. The court explained that
"[t]he National Labor Relations Act 'guarantees the employees the right to bargain col-
lectively with representatives of their own choosing.'" Id. at 1357 (quoting NLRB v.
Local 103, Int'l Ass'n of Bridge, Structural & Ornamental Iron Workers, 434 U.S. 335,
344 (1978)). As a result, the existence of a bargaining relationship depends on whether a
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its status as the players' collective bargaining representative in favor of
reorganizing as a voluntary professional trade association with the hope
of greater success in litigation through individual player suits against the
league for antitrust violations. 142
Shortly after decertification, eight players whose contracts expired on
February 1, 1990, brought suit in the McNeil case claiming violations of
the Sherman Antitrust Act by the NFL's Plan B free agency system. "
The court agreed with the players' contention that the NFLPA no longer
represented the players in collective bargaining with the league. 144 In
light of decertification, the court held that the players were "no longer
part of an 'ongoing collective bargaining relationship' with the [league],"
(the standard laid out by the Eighth Circuit in Powell) and thus "the
nonstatutory labor exemption [had] ended."' 145
D. At Some Other Point?
A final approach was recognized by the New Jersey District Court in
Bridgeman v. National Basketball Ass'n. 146 In Bridgeman, the National
Basketball Players Association ("NBPA") challenged, as an antitrust vi-
olation, the National Basketball Association's ("NBA") continued impo-
sition of player restraints contained in an expired CBA.147 The New
Jersey District Court held that the nonstatutory labor exemption contin-
ues after expiration of a collective bargaining agreement for "as long as
the employer continues to impose [the challenged] restriction unchanged,
and reasonably believes that the practice or a close variant of it will be
union is supported, as the bargaining representative, by a majority of the employees,
rather than by NLRB certification. See id. (citing Iron Workers, 434 U.S. at 344). Fur-
thermore, as the McNeil Court explained, the Supreme Court has held that it is an unfair
labor practice for either union or employer to sign a CBA that recognizes a union as the
employees exclusive bargaining agent when only a minority of the employees have au-
thorized such representation. See id. at 1357 n.4 (citing Iron Workers, 434 U.S. at 344).
142. See id. at 1354. According to players' attorney James W. Quinn, when the play-
ers voted to disband the NFLPA as a union and continue as a trade organization, the
players association no longer held collective bargaining rights, and no longer sought to
collectively bargain. James W. Quinn, Address at Fordham University School of Law
(Feb. 9, 1993). In fact, the revised player association by-laws prohibited the NFLPA or
its members from collectively bargaining with the NFL-instead the players association
could only fund and bring litigation to challenge the NFL's free agency restraints. See id.
143. See McNeil, 764 F. Supp. at 1353-54. For an explanation of the Plan B free
agency system, see supra note 58 and accompanying text.
144. See McNeil, 764 F.Supp. at 1358-59.
145. Id. (citing Powell v. National Football League, 888 F.2d 559, 568, superseded, 930
F.2d 1293, 1303 (8th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991)).
146. 675 F. Supp. 960 (D.N.J. 1987).
147. See id. at 961. The challenged restraints at issue were the college player draft, the
salary cap, and the right of first refusal. See id. The draft system prohibited rookie
players from negotiating with or signing contracts with any team other than the team
that chooses them in the league draft. See id. Under the salary cap, each team is limited
in the total amount that they can spend on player salaries. See id. at 961-62. The right of
first refusal allows a team to retain the rights to a veteran free agent, if it so desires, by
matching offers for the player's services from other teams. See id. at 962.
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incorporated in the next collective bargaining agreement." 4 '
The Bridgeman court rejected the players' argument that the NBA
should lose antitrust immunity, for restraints encompassed in a CBA,
upon expiration of the agreement.149 The court reasoned that because an
employer has an obligation to bargain in good faith after expiration of a
CBA, and can not thereafter unilaterally alter a condition until the par-
ties reach an impasse, terms of employment that are mandatory subjects
of bargaining naturally survive the expired CBA.15°
Although the court accepted the "survival doctrine," it articulated a
standard that does not require the parties to reach an impasse. Instead,
the court viewed an impasse as merely a stage in the negotiating pro-
cess. 15 1 Consequently, under the Bridgeman standard the nonstatutory
labor exemption can end before, after, or during an impasse.15 2 Accord-
ing to the Bridgeman court, the exemption ends when an employer uni-
laterally imposes a restraint with no reasonable belief that a new CBA
will include the restriction.15 3 This restraint of trade is not, therefore,
the product of arm's-length negotiations with the union."
Thus, as the Bridgeman court explains, its approach does not allow
unilateral imposition of a restraint on an unwilling union. 5 Rather, any
restraint that would qualify under Bridgeman for exemption from anti-
trust scrutiny would be the product of arm's-length negotiation. 156
III. MERIT AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE VARIOUS APPROACHES
Extension of the nonstatutory exemption beyond a CBA's expiration
date should be consistent with why it was first granted to professional
sports leagues-to afford collective bargaining preeminence over the anti-
trust laws. This occurs when the restraints at issue meet the three-
pronged Mackey test.15 7 When analyzing the proper life span of the non-
statutory exemption, one should view each approach in the context of
whether it would help or hinder the collective bargaining process, and,
consequently, the prospects of signing new CBAs (to replace those ex-
pired) with minimal judicial intervention.
The Powell district court's impasse standard is most consistent with
the above considerations because it encourages the parties to try to re-
148. Id at 967. In arriving at its standard, the Bridgeman court relied on the Eighth
Circuit's Mackey decision-explaining that "[ain extension of the Mackey formulation
produces a rational criterion for declaring when the labor extension expires after termina-
tion of the collective bargaining agreement." Id
149. See id at 965.
150. See id.
151. See id. at 966-67.
152. See id at 967.
153. See id
154. See id
155. See id.
156. See id.
157. See supra text accompanying note 27.
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solve their differences at the bargaining table before they file suit. 5 8 The
Bridgeman and Eighth Circuit approaches fail because the indeterminate
nature of their tests leads to extensions of the exemption long after the
CBA expires.' 59 When an employer is insulated from antitrust liability,
it is likely that incentives to bargain over disputed terms will be severely
diminished. Consequently, there is a greater need for litigation, and per-
haps the forfeiture of union representation, to protect players from the
imposition of restraints whose consent they had revoked previously. 60
Finally, the Brown approach fails because it does not extend the exemp-
tion long enough, thereby exposing employers to crushing liability with-
out any assurances that some efforts to bargain will precede litigation.'
6
'
A. The Eighth Circuit Approach
The Eighth Circuit's approach, which focuses on the existence of an
"ongoing collective bargaining relationship,"' 162 encourages parties to a
labor dispute to litigate rather than negotiate because it is unclear what
their rights and obligations are without a judicial pronouncement. Be-
cause it is unpredictable how long an "ongoing collective bargaining rela-
tionship" lasts under existing law, it is uncertain how long an employer
can impose an employment condition on an unwilling union, and still
enjoy protection from antitrust liability by the nonstatutory exemption.
Under this approach, a union's prior consent to various restraints-
presumably as part of a bargained-for exchange-enables the employer to
later impose these restrictions well past the period for which the union
originally agreed upon when signing a CBA with a fixed duration. In the
NFL labor dispute, rather than fostering collective bargaining, the
Eighth Circuit's approach forced the players to abandon their union bar-
gaining status in an attempt to get the protection from unwelcomed re-
straints that the Eighth Circuit would not provide.
63
B. The Bridgeman Approach
The Bridgeman court's approach, while different from the Eighth Cir-
cuit's, similarly fails to give parties to a labor dispute adequate guidance
as to the length of the nonstatutory exemption after expiration of a CBA.
Under Bridgeman, like the Eighth Circuit approach, an employer must
maintain the "status quo" after expiration of a CBA until "impasse," to
encourage collective bargaining.'" Further, both approaches agree that
158. See discussion infra part III.D.
159. See discussion infra part III.A-B.
160. See Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1305-06 (8th Cir. 1989)
(Heaney, J., dissenting), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
161. See discussion infra part III.C.
162. Powell, 930 F.2d at 1303.
163. See supra notes 140-42 and accompanying text.
164. See Bridgeman v. National Basketball Ass'n, 675 F. Supp. 960, 965 (D.N.J.
1987); Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1300 (8th Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
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the "obligation to maintain the status quo until impasse means that...
conditions of employment that are subjects of mandatory bargaining sur-
vive expiration of the collective bargaining agreement." '65 Despite this
common ground, in Bridgeman the employer's exemption for a particu-
lar practice only survives the expired CBA for as long as the employer
"reasonably believes that the practice or a close variant of it will be in-
corporated in the next collective bargaining agreement."16 6 This opposes
the Eighth Circuit's approach, under which the exemption's survival
is based on the existence of an "ongoing collective bargaining
relationship."' 67
Application of the Bridgeman approach, like the Eighth Circuit's, has
a bad track record in professional sports labor disputes. The result of
Bridgeman was that a majority of players supported decertification of the
NBPA if the court extended the exemption to the challenged re-
straints.168 Accordingly, this approach, similar to the Eighth Circuit's,
leaves a union in a precarious position when it fails to meet the court's
test.
When a union cannot satisfy either the Bridgeman or the Powell Cir-
cuit Court standard for protection, the court is essentially ruling that the
union has not proven sufficiently its lack of consent to the challenged
restraint-instead, the restriction must be the product of arm's-length
negotiations. Hence, according to the Eighth Circuit, there must still be
a collective bargaining relationship, and under Bridgeman there is a rea-
sonable belief that a new CBA will include the restraint.169 At that
point, the players have no alternative but to give up their bargaining
rights to convince the courts that they in fact no longer consent to the
restraint in dispute. The exemption would then have to end because it is
impossible to have a collective bargaining relationship, or a CBA, with-
out majority support for a union as the exclusive bargaining
representative. 170
The Bridgeman standard is no more useful than the Eighth Circuit's in
Powell. Such an approach increases the time spent in the courts rather
than at the bargaining table.
Under either of these approaches, parties to a labor dispute must guess
165. Bridgeman, 675 F. Supp. at 965; see Powell, 930 F.2d at 1300.
166. Bridgeman, 675 F. Supp. at 967.
167. Powell, 930 F.2d at 1303.
168. See Lock, supra note 8, at 341 n.12.
169. See Bridgeman, 675 F. Supp. at 967; Powell, 930 F.2d at 1303.
170. See NLRB v. Local Union No. 103, Int'l Ass'n of Bridge, Structural & Ornamen-
tal Iron Workers, 434 U.S. 335, 344 (1978) (existence of a collective bargaining relation-
ship is predicated on employees majority support for a particular union as their exclusive
bargaining agent). Furthermore, in the NFL labor dispute, the revised players associa-
tion by-laws, after decertifying the NFLPA, prohibited collective bargaining with the
NFL. James W. Quinn, Address at Fordham University School Of Law (February 9,
1993); see also McNeil v. National Football League, 764 F. Supp. 1351, 1358-59 (D.
Minn. 1991) (holding that collective bargaining relationship had ceased and thus the la-
bor exemption had ended).
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when further imposition of a challenged restraint may be actionable
under the applicable ambiguous test. Parties are thus faced with compa-
rable degrees of uncertainty regarding their rights and obligations in both
the negotiation and litigation settings.
C. The Brown Approach
The amorphous determinations of when the nonstatutory exemption
ends, and the resulting protracted NFL litigation, lends support to a
bright line standard like the one the court in Brown v. Pro Football, Inc.
adopted.17" ' The Brown approach, however, neither furthers collective
bargaining nor minimizes the likelihood of litigation.
Under the Brown approach, "antitrust liability should attach at expira-
tion of the collective bargaining agreement, not at some indeterminate
point beyond expiration which is labeled 'impasse.' "72 The court re-
jected any extension of the exemption beyond CBA expiration and rea-
soned that such extension breeds uncertainty for both parties and courts
alike, and inhibits the negotiations for a new CBA. 17 3
Despite the Brown court's concern that extending the exemption after
CBA expiration would hinder bargaining and decrease the incentive to
sign a new CBA, it is not clear that advocacy of a bright line standard
would encourage collective bargaining. While ending the exemption
upon expiration of the CBA may increase the NFL's incentive to bargain
rather than defend the likely onslaught of lawsuits alleging antitrust vio-
lations, it may also decrease the union's incentive to bargain. Instead,
the union may choose to sue upon expiration of the agreement with the
hope of achieving greater gains before the bench rather than behind the
bargaining table. Another possible outcome is that the NFL, rather than
give in to union demands, may choose to "roll the dice" and let the mat-
ter drag out for years in the courts. In either case, the prospects of good
faith negotiations are minimal, and thus the aims of the exemption are
not furthered.
D. The Powell District Court Approach
The district court in Powell has come up with the best solution by
allowing the exemption to survive the expiration of a CBA only until a
bargaining impasse.1 74 The impasse standard properly balances the
rights and obligations of the parties under the labor and antitrust laws,
and forces both union and employer to negotiate before seeking judicial
assistance.
Under this approach, a union must bargain in good faith before an
171. See Brown v. Pro Football, Inc., 782 F. Supp. 125, 131 (D.D.C. 1991) (nonstatu-
tory exemption ends when the CBA expires).
172. Id. at 131-32.
173. See id. at 132.
174. See Powell v. National Football League, 678 F. Supp. 777, 788 (D. Minn. 1988),
rev'd, 930 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, Ill S. Ct. 711 (1991).
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impasse is ever reached, and thus before it can seek damages for antitrust
violations.17 Absent good faith bargaining, an employer may seek re-
dress with the NLRB, and courts will likely abstain from deciding im-
passe issues in order to await the NLRB's good faith determination. 176
Similarly, an employer has an incentive to bargain prior to an impasse
because an employer would be subject, at that point, to liability for anti-
trust violations.177
The impasse standard does not immunize employers indefinitely, nor
does it allow a union to seek damages immediately upon expiration of an
agreement. Instead, antitrust liability may attach only after the parties
have met the impasse test: "whether, following intense, good faith nego-
tiations, the parties have exhausted the prospects of concluding an
agreement." 178
The fate of the NFL labor dispute may have been different if the Pow-
ell district court's impasse approach had been the governing standard.
The players would not have had to resort to decertification of the
NFLPA to convince the courts that the parties were no longer engaged
in an "ongoing collective bargaining relationship" 1 79 and trigger protec-
tion from antitrust laws for undesired restraints. Instead, after the 1987
expiration of the CBA, both parties would have known of their obliga-
tion to bargain in good faith. If they could not reach an agreement, then
at that point, the players would have been entitled to seek judicial protec-
tion from restraints that they no longer consented to and that were in
violation of antitrust laws.
IV. THE NEED FOR A UNIFORM APPLICATION OF THE
NONSTATUTORY EXEMPTION TO EXPIRED CBAs
It is hard to predict what will happen when the anticipated NFL-
NFLPA CBA expires and a new disagreement over a challenged re-
straint arises. It is probable, however, that the current settlement will
turn out to be nothing more than an extended adjournment-with no
telling how many years in court it will take to resolve the next dispute.
With no resolution of the exemption's surviva after expiration of a
CBA, the parties will still not know how long they are expected to abide
by the employment conditions set forth in the expired agreement. Thus,
despite the years of litigation, it is unclear how long after expiration of a
175. See id. at 789.
176. This was the case when the Minnesota District Court in Powell refused to decide
on the existence of an impasse until the NLRB ruled on the League's allegations that the
NFLPA had failed to bargain in good faith. See id.
The NLRB, on April 28, 1988, declined the League's charge of bad faith bargaining,
and determined that the parties had in fact reached an impasse on October 11, 1987. See
Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1296 (8th Cir. 1989), cert. denied,
111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
177. See Powell, 678 F. Supp. at 788-89.
178. d at 788 (citing Taft Broadcasting Co., 163 N.L.R.B. 475, 478 (1967)).
179. Powell, 930 F.2d at 1303.
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CBA owners are permitted to impose restraints, gained at one time with
union consent, without subjecting themselves to possible antitrust
liability.
What will the parties do at this point? If conventional labor practices
such as striking prove ineffective, players may request judicial assistance.
The current state of the law, however, will likely lead to forum shopping
and further confusion.180
Players seeking damages for post-CBA restraints will likely seek out
jurisdictions that end the exemption at expiration of the CBA. Presuma-
bly, those harmed by restraints that violate antitrust laws could recover
larger damage awards in jurisdictions utilizing an approach like Brown.
Under an approach that ends the exemption at the time the CBA expires,
the damages would likely start accruing on the day of expiration as well.
On the other hand, the league may contend that the Eighth Circuit's
approach should limit its liability. It would argue that it is protected by
the exemption under the Circuit Court's "ongoing relationship" test for
as long as such a relationship exists. Of course, applying such an indeter-
minate standard may encourage the players to decertify their union
rather than face seemingly perpetual adherence to employment condi-
tions for which consent no longer exists.
Perhaps this future hypothetical labor dispute will end as the last NFL
dispute did. Thereafter, following the expiration of the next CBA, and in
a cyclical manner, strikes, years of litigation, and union decertification
might ensue. Finally, after the dual threats of extensive liability and a
court imposed settlement exert sufficient pressure on the parties, they
may agree on the disputed issue, the players subsequently may recertify
their union, and the parties eventually may codify the terms of their
agreement in a new CBA.
Meaningful collective bargaining and the signing of new CBAs, how-
ever, will always be hampered unless the parties are convinced that there
is some uniformity in the law. The parties must know how and when the
nonstatutory exemption ends, so that they know what they are getting
themselves into when they sign a new CBA.
While CBAs are entered into for specific time periods, the chosen ap-
180. Note that since the NFLPA's decertification in December of 1989, both the NFL
and the players have started actions in numerous jurisdictions throughout the country-
presumably to take advantage of different applications of law. See, e.g., Five Smiths,'Inc.
v. National Football League Players Ass'n, 788 F. Supp. 1042 (D. Minn. 1992) (this case
was among the pending actions settled by the settlement agreement discussed supra note
2); Joyner v. National Football League, Civ. No. 92-2876 (E.D. Pa. 1992) (same); White
v. Philadelphia Eagles Football Club, Inc., Civ. No. 4-92-906 (D. Minn. 1992) (same);
National Football League v. National Football League Players Ass'n, Civ. No. 4-91-877
(D. Minn. 1991) (same); Brown v. Pro Football, Inc., 782 F. Supp. 125 (D.D.C. 1991)
(challenging the NFL's developmental squads); Allen v. Chargers Football Co., Civ. No.
91-4322 (C.D. Ca. 1991) (another pending case that is settled under the recent agree-
ment); Lewis v. National Football League, Civ. No. 91-2685 (D.D.C. 1991) (same). For
a complete list of related litigation that will be settled under the recent agreement, see
Settlement Agreement, supra note 2, at app. A.
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proach has a dramatic effect on the length of the agreement. t' A prime
example is the last NFL-NFLPA agreement which was to run for five
years (from 1982 to 1987). Under the Brown approach, the nonstatutory
exemption would end at expiration of the CBA, and the NFL would be
subject to antitrust liability for restraints no longer receiving union con-
sent after the CBA expiration date. In that scenario, the bargained-for
employment conditions would be in effect only for the agreed upon dura-
tion of the CBA.
In contrast, under the Eighth Circuit approach, even though the CBA
expired in 1987, the NFL was still exempt from antitrust laws for re-
straints imposed on an unwilling union as long as there was still an
"ongoing collective bargaining relationship." '  This approach, there-
fore, extended a five-year agreement until the bargaining relationship
ceased. That milestone occurred in 1989 when the NFLPA decertified
(two years after the CBA's expiration date and thus seven years in
total).18 3
If the Bridgeman "reasonable belief" standard is used, it is difficult to
predict how long a court might allow the exemption, and thus the force
of the CBA, to run beyond the stated duration. As Professor Lock
points out, under a Bridgeman analysis the league would probably have
lost its exemption no later than February 1, 1989, when the NFL unilat-
erally implemented Plan B Free Ageney' s4
Finally, under the Powell district court standard, the exemption would
last only until the parties reached an impasse in negotiations. Therefore,
use of the impasse standard would have ended the exemption on October
11, 1987, the date on which the parties reached impasse.18 5
The Supreme Court chose not to review the Eighth Circuit's decision
in Powell, and thus has not stated definitively when the exemption ends
upon expiration of a CBA.' 86 While the Court appeared reluctant after
Powell to set out a uniform rule for the circuits to follow, in light of
events that have made the matter further unsettled, this reluctance may
181. See Brown v. Pro Football, Inc., 782 F. Supp. 125, 134 (D.D.C. 1991) ("Through
the nonstatutory labor exemption, courts actually deprive labor of their right to contract
as to an integral contract term: duration.").
182. See Powell, 930 F.2d at 1303.
183. The NFL players were in fact restrained under the terms of the 1982 CBA, and
those terms added to it by the NFL such as Plan B, until 1992 when the McNeil jury
struck down the league imposed-free agency system and Jackson and its progeny paved
the way for other players to escape restraints that were never agreed to in the 1982 CBA,
or after its expiration in 1987. Therefore, arguably, the Eighth Circuit approach actually
extended the five-year long 1982 CBA for ten years.
184. See Lock, supra note 8, at 370 n.185. Lock's conclusion was based on
Bridgeman's requirement that the employer maintain the status quo-continue to impose
a challenged restriction unchanged. See iL; Bridgeman v. National Basketball Ass'n, 675
F. Supp. 960, 967 (D.N.J. 1987).
185. See Powell, 930 F.2d at 1296; see also supra note 176 and accompanying text
discussing the NLRB's impasse determination.
186. See Powell v. National Football League, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
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diminish if future disputes arise regarding the exemption. Since the
Court's refusal to hear Powell, and the recent settlement agreement, the
Brown court held that the exemption should end concurrently with expi-
ration of the CBA;187 the players decertified the NFLPA; "' the McNeil
jury struck down the NFL's player restraints as too restrictive and found
the NFL liable to players injured; 9 and the Jackson plaintiffs received
judicial grants of free agency.1 90
Determining the lifespan of the court-made nonstatutory exemption is
a responsibility that should be borne by the judiciary. Without Supreme
Court intervention, however, the burden will ultimately fall on Congress
to pass legislation that clearly states the duration of the exemption's sur-
vival after CBA expiration. Congress is not foreign to legislating anti-
trust issues in professional sports. Congressional action included a 1961
law that exempted joint agreements among member clubs of professional
sports leagues, providing for the telecasting of professional sports con-
tests, from the antitrust laws.' 9 ' A 1966 amendment to the 1961 act ex-
tended the antitrust exemption to include "a joint agreement by which
the member clubs of two or more professional football leagues... com-
bine their operations in [an] expanded single league."' 92
Because Congress previously has passed legislation granting profes-
sional sports leagues some degree of antitrust immunity, and the nonstat-
utory exemption grants protection from antitrust laws by affording
preeminence to labor law policy, it would seem to be in Congress' best
interest to make the application of the nonstatutory exemption more in-
telligible and consistent.
A final possibility, assuming that neither the Supreme Court nor Con-
gress settles this area of law, would be for the parties to decide the matter
for themselves. Suppose the NFL and NFLPA were to establish by con-
tract the time at which the nonstatutory exemption ends, just as they set
a time frame for the CBA. Under this scenario, the parties could include
a term in the CBA specifying that after expiration of the agreement the
exemption would end either immediately, after a date certain, after an
impasse is reached, or after some other agreed upon point in time. 193
187. See supra notes 98-109 and accompanying text.
188. See supra notes 141-42 and accompanying text.
189. See supra notes 64-67 and accompanying text.
190. See supra notes 69-74 and accompanying text.
191. See Pub. L. No. 87-331, 75 Stat. 732 (1961) (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C.
§ 1291 (1988)). The act states in pertinent part:
[T]he antitrust laws ... shall not apply to any joint agreement by or among
persons engaging in or conducting the organized professional team sports of
football, baseball, basketball, or hockey, by which any league.., sells or other-
wise transfers all or any part of the rights of such league's member clubs in the
sponsored telecasting of [its] games.
Id.
192. Pub. L. No. 89-800, 80 Stat. 1515 (1966) (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C.
§ 1291 (1988)) (allowing the American Football League ("AFL") to join the NFL).
193. The February 26, 1993, class action settlement agreement in White v. National
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In so doing, the parties may have greater incentive to agree to a CBA
in the first place because this would minimize the guess work and reli-
ance on the courts to determine the length of the exemption. Conse-
quently, the extent of antitrust immunity afforded restraints, included in
an expired CBA, would become a bargained-for employment condition.
The parties, therefore, would have a clearer understanding of their rights
and obligations under a new CBA, and the bargained-for terms in the
agreement may reflect better the parties' intentions.
This appears to be a viable option. Courts have consistently agreed
that it would be best for parties to work out their differences at the bar-
gaining table rather than in the judicial arena.' 94 Moreover, the three-
pronged Mackey test that initially recognized the exemption in this con-
text would seem to allow the parties to stipulate to the length of the
exemption.' 9 Spelling out the terms of the nonstatutory exemption "af-
fects only the parties to the collective bargaining relationship."' 196 It cer-
tainly concerns a "mandatory subject of collective bargaining,"197 in that
it has a dramatic effect on conditions of employment. Finally, it would
clearly be considered "the product of bona fide arm's-length bargain-
ing, ,198 just as is presumed when the parties sign a CBA.
Alternatively, the parties can simply include in the CBA a choice of
law provision that designates a particular jurisdiction's interpretation of
the exemption as the standard that would govern future disputes. As-
suming that there is a jurisdiction whose standard mirrors one that the
Football League, released shortly before publication of this Note, addressed the applica-
tion of the nonstatutory labor exemption. See Settlement Agreement, supra note 2, at
153-56 (mutual reservation of rights; labor exemption). In the event that a majority of
the players choose union representation and the NFL and the players' union execute a
CBA embodying terms of the settlement agreement, the labor exemption will cover those
terms. See id at 154-155. After CBA expiration, the settlement agreement prohibits
asserting claims of antitrust violations until after the parties have either bargained to
impasse or six months have elapsed since expiration of a CBA, whichever is later. See id.
at 155-56. At that time as the agreement states, "the Parties shall be free to make any
available argument that any provision or practice authorized by this Agreement. . . is or
is not then entitled to any labor exemption." Id at 153-54 (emphasis added).
While this provision of the Settlement Agreement by no means ends the confusion over
the application of the exemption after a CBA expires, it does take steps towards settling
the issue by contract. The labor exemption provision essentially delays--either for six
months or until the parties reach impasse-the need to raise the issue of the exemption's
proper length. During this period, presumably the parties may be able to resolve their
differences on their own.
194. See, eg., Powell v. National Football League, 930 F.2d 1293, 1302 (8th Cir. 1989)
("[A] dispute such as the one before us 'ought to be resolved free of intervention by the
courts.'" (citation omitted)), cerL denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991); Brown v. Pro Football,
Inc., 782 F. Supp. 125, 134 (D.D.C. 1991) ("[A] bright line [standard] would extricate
courts from the morass the current state of the law has produced.").
195. See text accompanying note 27.
196. Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d 606, 614 (8th Cir. 1976), cert.
dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977).
197. Id.
198. Id
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parties might agree to, this approach is similar to the parties expressly
stating the scope of the labor exemption.
Events in the NBA's labor history appear analogous to a contractu-
ally-determined exemption. In the NBA, a 1976 court-approved settle-
ment of the players' antitrust suit included a provision that outlined the
rights of the parties to judicially challenge antitrust violations irrespec-
tive of a CBA. 199 Furthermore, in June 1987, after expiration of a subse-
quent CBA, the NBA and the Players' Association signed a
"moratorium agreement," in which they agreed to forgo any lawsuits in
favor of good faith bargaining toward a new CBA. 2°
The net effect of these two actions by the NBA parties is roughly
equivalent to the parties contracting for the length of the exemption after
an expired CBA. The first scenario, which affords the right to challenge
unilaterally implemented provisions irrespective of the CBA, is similar to
the impasse standard because changes from the status quo, made after
impasse, are open to potential antitrust liability.2"' One also can liken
the moratorium agreement signed in basketball to an incorporation of the
impasse standard. By precluding lawsuits during good faith bargaining,
the NBA moratorium essentially was maintaining the status quo, and
forcing the parties to bargain before seeking an antitrust adjudication.2" 2
On the other hand, had the moratorium set a fixed time period before the
parties could bring suit, the agreement would be akin to an extension of
the nonstatutory labor exemption after CBA expiration until a date
certain.
Courts should exempt employers from antitrust violations only when
labor negotiations, whose byproduct is the challenged activity, deserve
199. See Bridgeman v. National Basketball Ass'n, 675 F. Supp. 960, 962 (D.N.J. 1987)
(the "Robertson" settlement agreement stemmed from a 1970 class action, Robertson v.
National Basketball Ass'n, 72 F.R.D. 64 (S.D.N.Y. 1976), aff'd, 556 F.2d 682 (2d Cir.
1977), brought by the players against the league). The full text of the provision is as
follows:
Neither the settlement of the Class Action, nor entry into this Stipulation and
Settlement Agreement or any collective bargaining agreement or any Player
Contract, nor the effectuation thereof, nor any practice or course of dealing
thereunder shall be deemed to be a waiver or estoppel by any NBA player or
players or the Players Association of their right to challenge in a court of com-
petent jurisdiction any future unilateral imposition by the NBA or any NBA
member of any rule, regulation, policy, practice or agreement, or to contend
(subject to the right of the NBA to contend otherwise) that the same is not a
mandatory subject of collective bargaining or a subject over which they are
otherwise required to collectively bargain, nor do they concede that the same is
a mandatory subject of collective bargaining or a subject over which they are
otherwise required to collectively bargain.
Id. The parties adopted the terms of the Robertson settlement agreement in a 1976 CBA.
See Bridgeman, 675 F. Supp at 962.
200. See Bridgeman, 675 F. Supp. at 963.
201. See Powell v. National Football League, 678 F. Supp. 777, 788 (D. Minn. 1988),
rev'd, 930 F.2d 1293 (8th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 711 (1991).
202. See id.
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labor law preemption as set out in the three-pronged Mackey test.203
When policy considerations favoring labor negotiations, and therefore
preeminence of labor law, no longer exist, all that remains is an em-
ployer's unwarranted restraint of trade. It is crucial at this point for the
courts to enforce the antitrust laws.
The only way to justify the nonstatutory exemption, which arises out
of the competing concerns of labor and antitrust laws,2°4 is to ensure that
the parties are bargaining from roughly equal positions of power.
Whereas the survival of the exemption beyond impasse cripples the bar-
gaining strength of the union by subjecting it to restraints to which it no
longer consents, termination of the exemption immediately upon expira-
tion of the CBA may hamper the NFL's bargaining power by opening it
up to extensive liability before the parties have attempted to work out
their differences at the bargaining table. Either of these situations would
thwart the prospects of bargaining for a new agreement.
An approach is needed that fairly balances the bargaining strengths of
the parties, while encouraging them to negotiate. Ending the exemption
at impasse appears to be the best of the judicially recognized alternatives
because it provides incentives for the parties to negotiate, without giving
either side excessive bargaining power.
CONCLUSION
Ironically, throughout the life of the NFL labor dispute the nonstatu-
tory exemption, initially granted to facilitate bargaining between union
and management, has hindered negotiations. It was, instead, the desire
to escape antitrust liability that came to bear in the exemption's absence
which fostered bargaining.
In the NFL labor dispute, the threat of future antitrust liability and
the prospects of an unfavorable court-imposed settlement forced the par-
ties to reach an agreement on the free agency issue. It was in this envi-
ronment that the NFL agreed to implement employment conditions that
likely will gain future player support to recertify the NFLPA. If and
when the NFLPA resumes its status as the players' official bargaining
representative, the parties can once again collectively bargain as em-
ployer and union. At that point, the parties can codify the terms of the
recent settlement agreement into a long-awaited CBA. A new CBA
would again afford the NFL the exemption from antitrust liability for
restraints to which the union has consented.
If the end results of the protracted NFL litigation are the continuation
of collective bargaining on a more equal footing and the eventual signing
of a new CBA, then undoubtedly there is some justification for the years
spent in court. Long term benefit, however, will only result if the legal
203. See supra notes 26-27 and accompanying text.
204. See Mackey v. National Football League, 543 F.2d 606, 614 (8th Cir. 1976), cert
dismissed, 434 U.S. 801 (1977).
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community recognizes the confusion surrounding the exemption's sur-
vival after a CBA expires and clarifies this area of the law. Clarification
would eliminate the need for judicial intervention each time a new agree-
ment ends.
Regardless of which approach is chosen as the proper endpoint for the
nonstatutory exemption, or whether it is the Supreme Court, Congress,
or the parties themselves that does the choosing, it is clear that uniform-
ity is sorely needed for the future. Parties to a labor dispute must know
what their rights and obligations are so that they can first attempt to
resolve differences at the bargaining table before enlisting the aid of the
courts.
